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Significant tariffs likely to stay: A 3 to 5 USD reset to

S&P 500 EPS expected

Underlying deep-rooted issues make tariffs unlikely to go away

completely

The recent round of U.S. tariffs and China retaliation boosted
volatility in risky assets last week, but markets showed resilience
through the week as both sides floated some conciliatory messages
since their meeting in Washington from May 9 to 10. However,
actions taken since then are making a deal at the G20 meeting in
Osaka in late June unlikely, in our opinion. At best, we think a deal in
Osaka stops additional tariffs on the remainder of all imports from
China and introduces a framework and a timeline for reducing the
existing tariffs from 25% slowly over time. Perhaps 5% every six
months.

Since the U.S. ban on sales from a multinational
telecommunications and electronics manufacturer, China
expressed unwillingness for further talks until three major concerns
are addressed by the United States: 1) The United States must
remove all the additional tariffs imposed on China; 2) The targets
set by the United States for Chinese purchases should be in line
with real demand; and 3) The text of a deal should be "balanced"
to ensure the "dignity" of both nations. Looking past the market's
benign reaction so far, the prospects of the trade conflict subsiding
soon are vanishing.

U.S. demands for intellectual property protection and less subsidies
to Chinese state-owned enterprise need legislative changes and
cannot happen overnight. Because these changes will take time
and because any monitoring and compliance framework is never
a simple matter, we think it unlikely that a grand bargain deal is
struck with a big drop in tariff rates anytime soon. Because Trump
is comfortable with tariffs and the U.S. economy can likely weather
tariffs, especially with some visible path for slow reductions, we
think significant tariffs likely stay in place for this year and next.

25% tariffs on half or all imports from China could shave 3 to

5 U.S. dollars off S&P 500 EPS

Our 2019 estimated S&P 500 earnings per share (EPS) of 169 U.S.
dollars (USD) assumed a 10% tariff on 200 billion USD of Chinese
goods and no further escalation. Reported first quarter earnings
results corroborate this estimate being within reach as S&P 500
EPS will be 39 USD in the first quarter and higher oil prices should
provide a 1 to 1.50 USD boost in the second quarter. However, if
tariffs on half of China imports last through the year at 25%, it is
likely to make 2019 S&P 500 EPS closer to 165 USD. And if a 25%
tariff is imposed on all imports from China, the damage will be 5 to
10 USD depending on when it takes effect.
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Chief Investment Officer &
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In a nutshell
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Where is this conflict heading? We lay out five scenarios with

S&P 500 targets
The matrix below presents 2019 S&P 500 EPS estimates and 2019 end S&P price targets for five scenarios
of tariffs applied to China imports post G20. The matrix assigns probabilities to scenarios of: 1) no tariffs
on any China imports for the rest of 2019, 2) 10% tariffs on half of the imports from China, 3) 25% tariffs on
half of the imports, 4) 25% tariff on all imports from China, 5) Highly punitive tariffs and trade restriction on
all US and China trade leading to a recession in both countries and globally. Our view on the probabilities
of these scenarios has shifted greatly since May 5.

Tariffs S&P 500 EPS Trailing P/E S&P 500 2019 end
price Probability

0% 172 18.0 3096 0%
Half @ 15% 169 18.0 3042 25%
Half @ 25% 165 17.5 2888 50%
All @ 25% 160 16.0 2560 20%
Recession 132 15.0 1980 5%

Immediate fair
value

2747 100%

Source: DWS Investment Management Americas Inc. as of 5/20/19

Appendix: performance over the past 5 years (12-month

periods)
04/14 - 04/15 04/15 - 04/16 04/16 - 04/17 04/17 - 04/18 04/18 - 04/19

S&P 500 10.7% -1.0% 15.4% 11.1% 11.2%

Past performance is not indicative of future returns.

Sources: Bloomberg Finance L.P., DWS Investment GmbH as of
5/20/19
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Glossary

Earnings per share (EPS)

Earnings per share (EPS) is calculated as a company's net income
minus dividends of preferred stock, all divided by the total number
of shares outstanding.

G20

The Group of 20 are the largest industrialized and emerging
economies in the world.

State-owned enterprise (SOE)

A state-owned enterprise is a legal entity that executes
commercial activities on behalf of an owner government.

U.S. dollar (USD)

The U.S. dollar (USD) is the official currency of the United States
and its overseas territories.

Volatility

Volatility is the degree of variation of a trading-price series over
time. It can be used as a measure of an asset's risk.
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Important Information – EMEA

The following document is intended as marketing communication.

DWS is the brand name under which DWS Group GmbH & Co.
KGaA and its subsidiaries operate their business activities. Clients
will be provided DWS products or services by one or more legal
entities that will be identified to clients pursuant to the contracts,
agreements, offering materials or other documentation relevant to
such products or services.

The information contained in this document does not constitute
investment advice.

All statements of opinion reflect the current assessment of DWS
Investment GmbH and are subject to change without notice.

Forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance.
Forecasts are based on assumptions, estimates, opinions and
hypothetical performance analysis, therefore actual results may
vary, perhaps materially, from the results contained here.

Past performance, [actual or simulated], is not a reliable indication
of future performance.

The information contained in this document does not constitute a
financial analysis but qualifies as marketing communication. This
marketing communication is neither subject to all legal provisions
ensuring the impartiality of financial analysis nor to any prohibition
on trading prior to the publication of financial analyses.

This document and the information contained herein may only be
distributed and published in jurisdictions in which such distribution
and publication is permissible in accordance with applicable law in
those jurisdictions. Direct or indirect distribution of this document is
prohibited in the USA as well as to or for the account of US persons
and persons residing in the USA.

DWS Investment GmbH 2019

Important Information – UK

Issued in the UK by DWS Investments UK Limited. DWS
Investments UK Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority (Registration number 429806).

DWS is the brand name of DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA.
The respective legal entities offering products or services under
the DWS brand are specified in the respective contracts, sales
materials and other product information documents. DWS, through
DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA, its affiliated companies and its
officers and employees (collectively “DWS”) are communicating
this document in good faith and on the following basis.

This document is a financial promotion and is for general
information purposes only and consequently may not be complete
or accurate for your specific purposes. It is not intended to be an
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offer or solicitation, advice or recommendation, or the basis for
any contract to purchase or sell any security, or other instrument,
or for DWS to enter into or arrange any type of transaction as
a consequence of any information contained herein. It has been
prepared without consideration of the investment needs, objectives
or financial circumstances of any investor.

This document does not identify all the risks (direct and indirect)
or other considerations which might be material to you when
entering into a transaction. Before making an investment decision,
investors need to consider, with or without the assistance of
an investment adviser, whether the investments and strategies
described or provided by DWS, are suitability and appropriate,
in light of their particular investment needs, objectives and
financial circumstances. We assume no responsibility to advise the
recipients of this document with regard to changes in our views.

We have gathered the information contained in this document
from sources we believe to be reliable; but we do not guarantee
the accuracy, completeness or fairness of such information and it
should not be relied on as such. DWS has no obligation to update,
modify or amend this document or to otherwise notify the recipient
in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection,
forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently
becomes inaccurate.

DWS does not give taxation or legal advice. Prospective investors
should seek advice from their own taxation agents and lawyers
regarding the tax consequences on the purchase, ownership,
disposal, redemption or transfer of the investments and strategies
suggested by DWS. The relevant tax laws or regulations of the tax
authorities may change at any time. DWS is not responsible for
and has no obligation with respect to any tax implications on the
investment suggested.

This document contains forward looking statements. Forward
looking statements include, but are not limited to assumptions,
estimates, projections, opinions, models and hypothetical
performance analysis. The forward looking statements expressed
constitute the author‘s judgment as of the date of this document.
Forward looking statements involve significant elements of
subjective judgments and analyses and changes thereto and/
or consideration of different or additional factors could have
a material impact on the results indicated. Therefore, actual
results may vary, perhaps materially, from the results contained
herein. No representation or warranty is made by DWS as to
the reasonableness or completeness of such forward looking
statements or to any other financial information contained in this
document.

PAST PERFORMANCE IS NO GUARANTEE OF FUTURE RESULTS.

© DWS 2019

Publisher: DWS Investment GmbH, Mainzer Landstraße 11-17,
60329 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
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